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Lapage Primary School & Nursery School Council
Minutes of Meeting
Date: 1st February 2017

Time: 1:00pm

Location: 5W

Representatives in attendance:
Kainaat Bano (1B), Bilal Ahmad (1B), Nabiha (1P), Isa Shahid (1P), Minaal Mansoor (1A), Kalib Shah (1A),
Umaimah Kauser (2M), Arooj Waqas (2L), Haleema Javed (2D), Zakarriya Mohammad (2D), Shaila Naveed
(3C), Aris Khan (3C), Maryam Imran (3B), Zulkifl Khan (3B), Aniyah (3P), Tahleek (3P), Maham Kazmi (4O),
Abdul-Baasit Basharat (4O), Haniya Yusuf (4H), Sajeel Ellahi (4H), Falaq Kamran (4V), Qaiser Shahzad (4V),
Alishba Aurangzeb (5M), Haider Hussain (5M), Faryal Mansoor (5W), Danyal Hussain (5W), Maryam Parks
(5R), Mustafa Muhammad (5R), Mahnur Kauser (6I), Mohammad Suleman (6I), Sania Khan (6R), Hamza
Tahir (6R), Sarah Ellahi (6A), Zaid Ibrahim (6A).
Apologies:
Abdullah Khan (2M), Harris Khan (2L)

Minutes of the last meeting:


N/A

Matters arising:


N/A

Agenda items:


Campus Councillor election
Children were given the opportunity to put themselves forward as potential ‘Campus Councillors’ – the role
was explained and then a vote was taken. Sarah Ellahi (6A) and Zaid Ibrahim (6A) were elected.



World Book Day
Campus Councillors are due to attend a meeting at Delius to discuss ideas for event that could be run
between school regarding World Book Day so School council representatives were asked to come up with
some ideas. Children suggested that rather than just having a best dressed competition, the winner of such a
competition should be able to talk about the book character/story that they have come as. Children could
present within class and the best speaker could then go forward to a Key Stage assembly where they
compete against children in other classes. Representatives to take this idea back to class and discuss ideas
further within their own Class Council.



Comic Relief
Campus Councillors were due to attend a meeting at Delius to discuss events for red nose day and as such
the School council were asked for ideas of things school could do. Suggestions included dressing up in red
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clothes and dressing up as something that has a red nose, e.g. a clown or Rudolf. Councillors were instructed
to take this discussion point back to class council and return to the next meeting with some more ideas.

Any other business:


Zulkifl Khan (3B) - The large size of the reading area coupled with the fact children do not push
chairs under causes squashes in class and people tripping over.



Sajeel Ellahi (4H) - Distractions from people knocking on doors or looking through windows as they
are waiting or walking past is becoming a big issue. This is a major issue for 4H who occupy the
corner classroom which all children walk past on the way in from the MUGA. Representatives from
4V, 3B, 5R and 3P also felt this was a concern.



It was noted that balls keep going over the fences in the main playground and MUGA. This happens
both intentionally and unintentionally. There was a discussion about having monitors who could
retrieve balls but as the other side of these fences is often beyond school grounds, any children
retrieving balls would have to be suitably supervised by an adult.

Meeting closed at 2:15pm
The next meeting will be held on 15th February 2017

